
Nelia Belgrave
Compositor

Profile

Diligent Compositor with 1 year of experience in skillfully combining visual 
elements from various sources to create cohesive, high-quality imagery. 
Proficient in industry-standard software, adept at collaborating with creative 
teams, and dedicated to meeting project deadlines. Driven by a strong eye for 
detail and a passion for bringing creative visions to life.

Employment History

Senior Compositor at Compositor Corporation, FL
May 2023 - Present

• Successfully led a team of 12 compositors in completing a high-profile 
project for a major client, resulting in a 20% increase in revenue for 
Compositor Corporation, FL.

• Streamlined the company's compositing workflow by implementing new 
software and techniques, which increased efficiency by 35% and reduced 
project turnaround time by 25%.

• Played a key role in securing a multi-million dollar contract with a 
leading film studio by showcasing an impressive portfolio of work 
and demonstrating advanced compositing skills, contributing to a 15% 
growth in the company's market share.

 

Junior Compositor at Orange Compositor Services, FL
Aug 2022 - Apr 2023

• Successfully completed over 150 compositing projects for various clients, 
resulting in a 98% satisfaction rate and increased company revenue by 
25% within the first year.

• Streamlined the compositing process by implementing new software and 
techniques, reducing project turnaround time by 30% and increasing 
team efficiency.

• Led a team of 5 junior artists on a high-profile project for a major client, 
delivering the final product ahead of schedule and exceeding client 
expectations.

• Received recognition as "Employee of the Month" twice in one year 
for consistently delivering high-quality work under tight deadlines and 
maintaining strong communication with clients and team members.

 

Certificates

Nuke Certified Artist
Jun 2022

 

Autodesk Flame Professional Certification
Apr 2021

 

nelia.belgrave@gmail.com
(359) 559-7117
123 Palm Tree Lane, Miami, FL 
33101

Education

Diploma in Visual Effects and 
Compositing at Florida State 
University, Tallahassee, FL
Sep 2017 - May 2022

Relevant Coursework: Visual Effects 
Principles, Compositing Techniques, 
3D Modeling and Animation, Digital 
Matte Painting, Motion Graphics, 
Rotoscoping, Matchmoving, Color 
Grading, and Video Editing.

Links

linkedin.com/in/neliabelgrave

Skills

Rotoscoping

Keying

Matchmoving

Nuke

After Effects

Color Grading

Matte Painting

Languages

English

Indonesian
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